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Manisha  

Absolutely brilliant, a must read 

book!!!  

It is well written and fast paced. It’s been 

awhile since I’ve read a book that I couldn’t 

put down once I started. Had lots of things to 

do but ended up putting them all on hold to 

read the book instead.  

Have already recommended the book to 

several friends and one has even added it to 

her work reading group list. 

 

Celia Cohen  

An enjoyable thriller which keeps you 

guessing all the way.  

Having read and thoroughly enjoyed Solomon Creed by Simon Toyne I was 

keen to read this follow up book. I wasn't disappointed. Once again I wasn't 

able to put it down. I love the short chapter format which keeps you going right 

to the end, twisting and turning all the way. Yes a thoroughly enjoyable read. I 

can't wait for the 3rd book as I'm sure there will be another.  

 

Sabine Little  

As a protagonist, Solomon Creed is a new breed, and one whose 

complexity keeps you reading, always on your feet.  

T’he Boy Who Saw’ is the second instalment of Simon Toyne’s Solomon Creed 

series, and I have to admit that the hinted revelations at the end of Book One left 

me feeling lukewarm, after a book that I had thoroughly enjoyed. ‘The Boy Who 

Saw’ weaves a complex web of Nazi history, alt-right takeovers, intrigue and 



 

mystery, and I am glad I returned to the series. Solomon Creed’s history 

remains a compelling part of the plot, but the many misdirects and half-truths 

make the reader feel as frustrated as Creed must feel himself. As a protagonist, 

he is a new breed, and one whose complexity keeps you reading, always on your 

feet. 

But Solomon Creed’s history isn’t the only one front and centre in this book. 

Seven-year-old Léo and his mother Marie-Claude are forced to consider their 

family’s history after Marie-Claude’s grandfather is found murdered in a way 

that links back to his stay at the “Schneiderlager” (Tailors’ Camp), a WW2 camp 

responsible for producing cloth for prisoner of wars’ uniforms. Toyne mixes up-

to-date technology information with historical information, creating a 

fascinating blend of a plot that is rather more-ish. 

 

Phylippa Smithson 

A disappointing follow up to the brilliant Solomon Creed.  Still 

engaging thriller but a little less credible.  

When a murder occurs of an elderly man, a well-known and popular tailor to 

the residents of the historic French town of Cordes, the investigation led by 

Commandant Amand of the National Police, takes the investigators back to the 

Second World War and the horrors of the Jewish Concentration Camps. 

Coinciding with the murder is the arrival of Solomon Creed to the village.  Creed 

has come to find answers as to who he is – he has no memory of his childhood 

and his only clue as who may have be able to help is the very tailor who has 

been murdered. 

Switching between characters in the early 1940s (prison guards, Jews surviving 

the traumas of concentration camp life and an individual who was one of the 

first to arrive after peace was declared) and the current time, this was a fast 

paced action read.   

What let it down for me was that I was not ‘sold’ on the Solomon Creed angle to 

the plot.  Sure, he wants to find answers but somehow the coincidence of 

arriving in Cordes on the very day of the murder of a man he had travelled for 

days and under cover, was a little too remarkable to be believed.  And had it just 

been an investigative thriller, then I know for me I would have been far more 

positive in my review. 

 

 



 

Jane Gilman  

Who is Solomon Creed? is the mystery with the mystery of this exciting thriller. 

This is one layer not resolved leading the reader to hope for more of this 

enigmatic figure in the next white knuckle adventure. Compared to Lee Child or 

Stephen King this does not do justice to the incredible original story telling of 

Simon Toyne. 

Solomon Creed has this overwhelming compulsion that he has come to save the 

life of young Leo. The boy who sees people’s colours as an aura that helps him 

decide who can be trusted. Solomon glows pure white. Does this mean he is the 

Pale Man spoken of by the survivors of Die Schneider Lager, the Tailors Camp a 

terrible secret from World War II?  When an elderly tailor is murdered, his 

granddaughter is left a cryptic message that sends her and her son Leo on the 

run. Just who she is being chased by and why, and who is friend or enemy 

makes for a chase across France that leaves the reader breathless.  The 

complexity of plot and the well concealed plot twist make this 

thriller a head and shoulders stand out above anything else I have 

read this year. Just enough of the super natural to hint at who Solomon Creed 

maybe but not enough to put off this fantasy phobe. Hope the next instalment of 

‘Solomon Creed’ is not long coming. I am eager to catch up with his quest again. 

 

Linde Merrick  

I found this an intriguing, easy to read thriller which wove an 

action-packed tale of life in modern France with a historical thread 

around a German concentration camp.  The boy in the title is the 

synesthetic great-grandson of the Jewish tailor who is a survivor from the camp 

and who is murdered in the opening chapter.  Young Leo and his mother then 

have to embark on a terrifying journey to resolve the cryptic message from the 

tailor. They are accompanied by the enigmatic Solomon Creed who appears to 

have links to the camp survivors through the pale jacket of his suit. The three of 

them are hunted not only by the murderer but also by a friendly policeman and 

psychiatrist, as well as assorted thugs working for an extremist political party. 

Simon Toyne manages to keep the tension rising to an exhilarating conclusion, 

although I found a few of the coincidences and actions a little over-contrived. It 

seems likely that the resolution of the enigma of the hero Solomon Creed will 

form part of an eagerly awaited sequel. 

 



 

Angie Rhodes 

In the ancient town of Cordes, Joesf Engel, an elderly tailor lies tortured and 

murdered.   A cryptic message "Finishing what was begun" written in his blood 

has been left for his granddaughter and her son, one that has placed them in 

danger.  

Forced to go on the run, they are helped by the mysterious Solomon Creed.  

What begins as a small-town murder soon escalates into a race, a race to 

uncover a secret, a secret that has been hidden in the darkness since World War 

II.   And Leo, Joesf's grandson, can see the darkness in people and only Solomon 

can save him. 

A gripping page turner that has something for everyone!!  Solomon 

Creed is for me, a cross between Indiana Jones, and Jack Reacher. 

 

Cathy Small  

Solomon Creed is back and here to save young Leo. He has no idea 

why and no idea of who he is but he knows what he has to do. A great 

thriller that keeps you gripped to the end.  

Marie-Claude and Leo are mother and son who love Grampy as he is family but 

they don't know the truth of his past. He is murdered in a terrible way by people 

who know the truth about his past and turns those people to his granddaughter 

and her son. You do not know who you should trust, no one is telling the truth 

but everyone is after them for their own reason. The story takes you back to the 

Jewish camps from the world wars and reminds you of those awful times but 

also brings if to the present. The truth will out and it will not be pretty.  

 

Jo Barton 

‘The Boy Who Saw’ takes us into a dark and deeply troubled past. It 

exposes long buried secrets and uncovers painful memories which 

once exposed can never be the same again.  

When Josef Engel, an elderly tailor, is found brutally murdered in the sleepy 

French town of Cordes-sur-Ciel, the investigation which follows opens up a 

complex chain of events which is made even more complicated by the arrival on 

the scene of an enigmatic stranger, who goes by the name of Solomon Creed. 

Creed is a multifaceted character, a man with unfathomable secrets, and when 

his own shadowy past becomes interwoven with that of Josef Engel’s 



 

granddaughter, their search for answers into Joseph’s death leads them into 

some very dark places. 

This is the second book in the Solomon Creed series and once again the author 

has given us a fast and furious story which is filled with all the trademark 

complexities which are so characteristic of this author’s skilful writing. The 

multi-layered mystery at the heart of the novel intricately explores the rawness 

of dark secrets and highlights the ruthlessness of unscrupulous individuals who 

seek to destroy everything that is good. The clever intertwining of past and 

present is seamless; the recollection of the vicious treatment in the German 

internment camps during WW2, which is so integral to the story, is done with 

an explicitness which at times makes for difficult reading.  

Deeply disturbing in places, the story has an uncomfortable 

edginess, which is made all the more powerful by its utter 

believability. 

http://jaffareadstoo.blogspot.co.uk/ 

  

Daran  

Twist and turns along the way with a bit of a shock at the end. A 

great thriller with hints at the supernatural.  

An enjoyable thriller. It hints at the supernatural and has references to the Nazi 

atrocities of WW2. It's a tale of hope and survival alongside racism, bigotry and 

murder. The end was very different to what I was expecting which was a bit of a 

shock. There are a lot of twists and turns along the way. I understand this is the 

second book in a series, I haven't read the first so I can't make any comparison 

but this has inspired me to check it out.  

 

Mandy Carver  

The book is well written, with good descriptive language that does 

not get in the way of the story.  By the time I was half way through I 

wanted to just read right to the end.  

I enjoyed reading this book and want to know more about the main character, 

so I will probably also read the previous book about Solomon Creed and will be 

looking out for the next one in the series. The book is well written, with good 

descriptive language that does not get in the way of the story. The chapters are 

short but it does keep swapping between different characters, so you have to 



 

keep in mind who you have met so far and where they fit in the story – if 

known. To start with it was a book that I could pick up whenever I had a spare 

moment, but easily put down again, by the time I was half way through I 

wanted to read to the end. The subject matter was interesting, particularly the 

rise of nationalist parties in the current political climate and also the addition of 

synaesthesia, like a secret language to help the characters in their dealings with 

the others they encountered. I would recommend this book.  

 

  

 


